
THE 
BOUNCE 
REVOLUTION 
Reach new heights with the biggest 
trampoline we’ve ever made!



Innovative 
Design Meets 
Exceptional Bounce 
Performance
The trampoline revolutionized for unparalleled 
bounce performance. The AkroVENT® 
SPORT+ jumping mat combined with high 
performance springs and heavy duty frame  
is the choice for those who demand the best.



Push Your Limits
Experience next level airflow with our specially 
engineered jumping mat. With a 70% open 
structure allowing for minimal Air Resistance 
through the mat, the AkroVENT® Sport+ will 
have you jumping better, moother and higher 
than ever before.

Where Bounce 
Meets Safety
Whilst exceptional bounce performance is 
the key feature of this trampoline, we pride 
ourselves on safety. XCITYX is equipped with a 
spring protection flap to prevent foot injuries 
and extra thick inclined padding to dampen 
your falls. Safety meets bounce, making XCITYX 
the perfect choice for families and 
thrill-seekers alike.

The Heartbeat
The secret behind the exceptional bounce 
lies in the perfect synergy of the High 
Performance double conical (hot dipped) 
springs and the heavy duty frame. The 
powder coated steel frame redefines structural 
stability, while our innovative high performance 
springs will catapult you to new heights, for 
better and more controlled jumps.



TOP DESIGN
Akrobat XCITYX trampoline is meticulously crafted with a 
captivating dual-level multicolor padding design, adorned with 
vibrant printed graphics for an unforgettable bounce adventure.

MAXIMUM SAFETY
Akrobat Trampolines are more than just great design! All of our 
trampolines are made of high quality and durable materials 
which guarantees maximum safety for every jump.  
Our new two level padding design offers great safety features 
combining extra thick padding with angled edges to provide a 
softer and safer landing and assist in directing jumpers back to 
the centre of the jumping area.

EXCEPTIONAL BOUNCE
The superior bounce performance of the Akrobat XCITYX 
trampoline is achieved through the perfect combination of the 
innovative AkroVENT® SPORT+ jumping mat with maximum 
air flow, high-performance springs and a 250kg strong steel 
construction, resulting in higher, smoother, safer jumps, that will 
withstand even the wildest jumpers.

EXTRA LARGE DIMENSIONS
XCITYX is the largest garden trampoline in the market. 

ORIGINAL AKROBAT TECHNOLOGY 
MADE IN EUROPE
Crafted from over two decades of trampoline production 
expertise, our Akrobat XCITYX trampoline embodies our 
dedication to innovation and unrivaled craftsmanship, fueled by 
the invaluable knowledge of our industry-leading brand.

FIND OUT MORE!

www.akrobat.com


